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According to EASA regulations, every flight
crew member has to prove and maintain their
flight safety skills annually. Our Recurrent
Safety Training bundles provides all necessary
units to meet those requirements. After refreshing the theoretically knowledge, all participants
will deepen their gained knowledge in practical
exercises on our business jet mock-up.

Every part of this bundle is build up on each
other and is tailored to the general aviation. In
that way the participant will get a good overview
about all safety topics and its importance. This
safety course bundle saves time and money.
On top of that it gives the participant the
opportunity to finesse their safety skills through
our realistic on - board emergency scenarios.

Place……………………………….

Fly-Exclusive Training Centre Berlin-Schönefeld

Length of service …………………

5 days

Legal basis………………………...

According to requirements and parameters

Designed to………………………..

VIP Cabin and Cockpit members

Number of participants…………...

Max. 6

Languages…………………………

English or German

Requirements……………………..

Participant must be
} at least 18 years of age
} able to swim

Trainings material…………………

Swim wear

Service excluded…………………..

Hotel accommodation includes:
} 4 nights in superior room with garden view
} Cold and warm breakfast buffet
} Free Wi-Fi
} Free Sky-TV
} Free entrance to the wellness facilities
} Free snacks and refreshments during the course
} Free 3-course lunch menu including one soft drink
} Free shuttle from and to Airport Berlin-Schönefeld

Service excluded………………….

Travel arrangements to Airport Berlin-Schönefeld SXF
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Training Units….………………….

Module: Recurrent - SEP
} Every 12 month
} Location and use of PBE and personal smoke hoods
} Location and use of fire extinguishers (Halon and water)
} Location and use of oxygen dispensing equipment
} Donning of life jackets} Rescue at sea drill in the pool
} Decompression Procedures} Security procedures
} Location and use of emergency exits
} Emergency evacuation procedures
} Fire fighting procedures
} Life raft usage, location and familiarization
} Pilot incapacitation
} Surface Contamination awareness
} Slow and rapid decompression
} Emergency procedures including pilot incapacitation
} Evacuation procedures including crowd control techniques
} Opening normal&emergency exits for passenger evacuation
} The location and handling of emergency equipment incl. O2
Every three years
} The operation of all other exits including flight deck windows
} Use of flight crew’s oxygen system
} Use of pyrotechnics
} Use of life-rafts or slide-rafts
} Training in the event of the incapacitation of members of
the flight crew including: Functions& use of the cockpit seats
} Realistic and practical fire-fighting, including donning and
using protective breathing equipment in an enclosed
and smoke-filled environment
Module: Wet Drill / Ditching / Sea Survival
} Basic knowledge
} Use of flotation devices in water
} Use of life raft in water} Entry into water
} Donning life jackets} Rescue and Assistance in water
} Manoeuvring in water with a life jacket
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Training Units….………………….

Module: Crew Resource Management (CRM)
} Human factors in aviation / performance and limitations
} Human error and reliability, threat and error management
} Standard operating procedures} Decision making, actions
} Professionalism and safety} Intercultural communication
} Decision-making
} Conflict, stress and workload management
} Organisational factors
} Factors linked to the type of operations
.
Module: Dangerous Goods Regulations (DGR)
} General Philosophy
} Limitations
} Classification
} Labelling and marking
} Recognition of undeclared goods
} Provision of passengers and crew
} Emergency procedures
Module: Recurrent - First Aid
} Patient check / on-board equipment
} Reanimation} blood pressure check
} Hygiene
} Medical emergencies on board (case studies)
Module: Recurrent Security Training
} Conflict management
} Dealing with aggression and fatigue
} Strategy (the 4 levels of threat, offender profiles, hijacking)
} Measures (air law, badge checks, measures on the ground
aircraft search, cockpit door, air marshals, weapons)
} Communication and coordination of crew
} Coming to terms with stressful/traumatic events

Methods......................................
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Presentations
Group work
Reflection exercises
Role play
Practical exercises
Hands-on trainings
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